
CHAPLAINCY EVERYWHERE
STORIES, IMAGES AND INSIGHTS



Chaplaincy everywhere
We have a vision to see chaplaincy everywhere! 

One of  the ways that vision is unfolding is through the 
telling of  chaplaincy stories wherever we go.

This collection of  stories, images and insights came 
together after an open invitation to chaplains around the 
UK to share an image and a chaplaincy story or insight in 
about 150 words. The hope was to put together 
an art exhibition. The art being chaplaincy. 
How beautiful and inspiring it is too!

One of  the powerful and compelling qualities 
of  the Chaplaincy Everywhere Exhibition is 
that it is real. The images aren’t posed, they are 
everyday, normal and sometimes a bit rough 
around the edges. But that is the power of  
chaplaincy. Chaplaincy jumps into real life with 
both feet and deals with whatever it finds, 
however messy!

The stories in this collection demonstrate how ordinary 
people are engaging in real life with great intention, 
dedication and love. Because of  that dedication to the 
ordinary, extraordinary things happen. The ordinary is 
transformed by God’s love. Lives are changed. People are 
cared for, loved and heard.

The chaplaincy team that works on behalf  of  the 
Methodist Church of  Great Britain has the frequent 
honour of  visiting chaplains in a huge variety of  places. 
Every chaplain we meet has a story to share and we often 
leave moved by the power of  what they tell us.

We were compelled to collect and share some of  them with 
you. The stories on their own are powerful and speak of  
the many and different aspects of  the ministry of  
chaplaincy. Together, they offer a coherent picture of  what 

chaplaincy is and has the potential of  being in your 
own community, perhaps in the places you inhabit.

The Chaplaincy Development Project promotes 
chaplaincy everywhere and passionately believes that 
we all have a part to play in supporting this dynamic, 
powerful and responsive ministry. A ministry that 
notices others and shares God’s love. 

What might your story be? Might you get involved in 
chaplaincy yourself ? We hope so and would love to 
resource you as you ask where God may be calling 

you to engage in his mission through chaplaincy.

To find out more about the Chaplaincy Development 
Project and the blue fish see 
www.opensourcechaplaincy.org.uk

http://www.opensourcechaplaincy.org.uk
http://www.opensourcechaplaincy.org.uk




Comforting the prisoner
Loss and grief  are experiences shared across humanity. But for prisoners they can be particularly stressful and poignant: the 
difficulty of  contact with a loved-one in the last stages of  life and with family at the time of  bereavement; the inability to attend 
the funeral; the often complex relationships involved; the need to be seen to be coping amongst fellow prisoners…

Often prisoners come across to the chapel to light a candle and for a ‘quiet time’ around the time of  a funeral or on the 
anniversary of  a death – irrespective of  their faith commitment or lack of  it.

Every November, we organise a multi-faith event, increasingly valued, with readings from a variety of  traditions, the writing down 
of  names of  people to remember, silence, candle-lighting, and a shared statement of  gratitude and commitment. 

There are tears, there is empathy, there is togetherness across religious divides, there is God.

Kevin Hooke
Prison chaplain





Re-imagine 
Part of  my presbyteral appointment is chaplain to Gunnerside & Reeth Confederated Primary school in Swaledale. 

In January, I spent time with the 14 children in Year 5 talking about New Year resolutions and the importance of  keeping 
promises. Briefly I sketched the outline of  the story of  Jonah and suggested they updated it, to help the story connect with the 
other pupils watching their assembly.

The following week, I returned to find that a teenage girl named Jo had replaced Jonah, and she was told by God to go to the 
fallen city of  Newcastle, as short dramas demonstrated how gambling, robbery and fighting were diverting the people from 
worshipping God.

But Jo didn't want to go; so she got on an aeroplane flying to Spain – the inside of  the aircraft becoming three plastic chairs, 
sitting one behind the other. The air hostess did her quick safety routine and they were up, up and away.

Soon the plane hit a storm, with the pilot announcing they had to abandon the aircraft; Jo was first on her feet as she told the crew 
that the storm was her fault for not obeying God. She grabbed her parachute (a handy Tesco carrier bag) and jumped from her 
seat to the floor, as the narrator explained how she then landed on a ferry going to Newcastle and realised there was nowhere 
from which she could escape God.

Janet Park
School chaplain





Christmas prayer tree
In December, over 1000 people wrote down their heartfelt prayers and hung them on the Christmas prayer trees in The Mall 
Shopping Centre in Luton.

The trees symbolise the work of  the Luton Town Centre Chaplaincy, bridging the gap between the sacred and secular and giving 
ordinary people access to something more profound than they can possibly imagine.

We live in a society that is spiritually hungry, but one which has turned away from the church as an institution. The chaplaincy is 
taking the church to the community, and as a truly ecumenical project it speaks of  unity across all the denominations. As our 
mission statement suggests, we are ‘Revealing God’s Kingdom in Luton’, with chaplains in the civic, retail and business sectors.

The 21st century provides an opportunity for the churches to put aside their differences, and stand together as one body for his 
Kingdom and His glory. 

Michael Campbell
Town Centre chaplain





Knock, knock
I knock on the door and slide into the room. 

You look at me from your bed, wondering who I am. 

I look at you and smile, hoping to appear calm and friendly. 

I explain who I am. 

You look wary, but do not tell me to go away. 

I ask if  I can sit down. ‘How has your day been?’ You tell me. 

And from this small beginning a plant begins to grow. 

As you talk and I listen, we water the plant. 

We never mention ‘God’ – but He is the one who makes the plant to grow. 

Bob Whorton
Hospice chaplain





Diversity shoes
‘Equality’ and ‘diversity’ are buzz words in Further Education, but they also sum up my multi-faith chaplain role. 

As Christians we are surely called to embrace the rich diversity in our communities, encouraging people to explore different 
spiritualities to inform their own beliefs, and to share their beliefs openly? So ‘Faith Diversity Day’ was born! 

I wandered around the campus in my orange chaplain’s hoodie with a band of  willing helpers – students are always enthusiastic 
where food is involved! We stickered multi-faith chaplain stickers on many – guess the religion, win a symbol-shaped shortbread 
biscuit! It was great to see so many students engage! We put posters around college with religious symbols and key facts; and yes, 
they were bright orange. We also put an interfaith quiz on the college website. 

Many don’t explore any spirituality until something terrible happens...

Encouraging diversity, equality and orange are prompts at Alton College!

Tara Hellings
Further Education chaplain





Resettling ex-offenders
‘God of  the pimp and paedophile, I come to you’ says Paul Field’s hymn. This is a typical story of  such a release from prison. 

We tried to get Mark housed. Temporary housing, then a promised flat – he lost the flat as he did not have enough deposit. Mark’s 
family made it plain – no contact. Terrified of  homelessness he accepted the offer of  a room from an ‘ex offender’ he needed to 
avoid. After four months his ‘friend’s’ probation officer found him a small room in a new area. He rang me with the good news – 
but ‘shopping’ he said, ‘was the only time he had a conversation’. Mark was isolated. 

He started job-seeking, hard when you’re not permitted a computer. Working with church safeguarding we fixed up a new church, 
someone with whom he could have an occasional coffee. The GP fixed up counselling sessions. 

Mark is determined to look to the future and not to reoffend. 

Allison Waterhouse
Resettlement chaplain





Newbury Town Chaplains
“Among you, with you, for you – a caring listening ear” This is what we seek to be to the retail sector in our town. 

Retail staff  are under great pressure particularly in these difficult economic times. A new shopping mall was about to open 
opposite Newbury Methodist Church. My former life in retail and inspired by work of  our deacon Shirley, elsewhere, the 
chaplaincy idea was born…

God was there – ahead of  me. The district had the help of  a connexional chaplaincy officer, Jonathan, who set up meetings and 
gave support. Initially we approached our existing shopping centre, and despite previous reservations, the manager welcomed us 
on a “trial basis”. 

“Christian Together in Newbury” gave support. A small ecumenical team received training. The mayor cut the cake at the public 
launch on 17th November 2011.

Now pairs of  chaplains walk round the market and Kennet Centre every Thursday, offering a smile and encouragement. Retailers 
are now starting to trust and share in conversations with us – occasionally the subject of  Jesus has arisen!!! 

The new shopping area has now opened. Late afternoon chaplaincy has been welcomed there.

My vision is for Town Chaplains – in their distinctive gilets – visiting all parts of  the retail section in Newbury on a weekly basis.

Maree Farrimond
Town chaplain





Chaplain to the Ambulance Service
My ambulance chaplaincy began when the senior chaplain and one of  the non-executive directors of  the Kent Ambulance Trust 
rang my doorbell in 2003, an encounter that led to my visiting Sevenoaks Ambulance Station for the next eight years. It was a slow 
beginning. Almost every week I would arrive at the station, often to find nobody there. This improved once I discovered that 
ambulance crews nearly always took their meal breaks at the home station, and I gradually began to form relationships. It took 
time to break down the suspicion of  paramedics who had not had much experience of  chaplains. Some, like me, had been in the 
armed forces, which helped; so did having my dog with me from time to time. 

I now visit Ashford Make Ready Centre as regularly as possible, along with deacon Sue Hibberd, a colleague in the South Kent 
Circuit. Every now and again I join an ambulance crew for the day (or night). Visiting the Make Ready Centre or a response post is 
workplace chaplaincy – just like visiting the shop floor or office staff  in a commercial or industrial setting. The difference is that 
the staff  we visit may have just picked up somebody’s remains under a motorway bridge or along a railway track; failed to 
resuscitate a young person who had been talking to them moments before; or delivered a still-born baby. They may have spent all 
day picking up old people, or all night picking up drunks and victims of  violence. In other respects they are normal human beings 
with all the pressures faced by other human beings: family concerns, economic worries, health issues (backs are particularly at risk) 
and sometimes, in these troubled times, low morale at work or uncertainty about the future.

Peter Hills
Ambulance Service chaplain





A prison chaplain
My name is Jacqueline; I am a Methodist local preacher and the ‘Free Church’ chaplain at HMP Shepton Mallet. This prison is the 
oldest in Britain dating from 1610 and remodelled in 1818. The prison is small, holding 189 male prisoners, all of  them ‘lifers’.

So what do I do? Well it’s less a matter of  ‘doing’ and more a matter of  ‘being’.

Just being there to share in the ups and downs of  life.

Being there to share in the joy of  a new grandchild, or a daughter’s engagement.

Being there in the sadness when a close friend or family member dies.

Being there to listen when the frustration of  being in prison gets too much.

Being there to reassure at the end of  life.

Behind the high walls, my life is full of  laughter and tears, joy and sadness; but there is nowhere I would rather be working.

Jacqueline Cobb
Prison chaplain





Fire
‘Come and see…’ was the invitation from Leeds Bradford Airport Rescue and Fire Fighting Service. 

Usually I see them in the common room sharing a cuppa discussing things like ‘you have that nativity thing at your church at 
Easter don’t you.’ (A long conversation ensued sharing the Jesus story and how the church year reflects that). They wanted me to 
witness what they really do. 

I joined them on a day’s training. They placed me in a full size replica of  a 747 and set fire to it! They love their Airport Chaplain – 
Nick the Vic as I’m known. 

Witnessing the heat, the team work and, if  the worst does happen, the willingness to risk their lives in intolerable conditions for 
people such as you and me was a real privilege. 

‘Come and see’ is the invitation by Christ (John 1) to go beyond the walls and discover new life.

Nick Baker
Airport chaplain 





Commercial confidentiality
Like other chaplains, workplace chaplains are used to dealing with all sorts of  ethical dilemmas. We’re also used to keeping 
confidences, both personal and commercial, and to being with people who’re experiencing both good and bad economic news. 

All these aspects came together for me recently when a major supermarket chain announced that it was to build a new food 
processing plant in the area bringing so many new jobs. Everyone seemed excited – with good reason you might think. I too 
wanted to join in the excitement – it is good news for the area’s economy. However, I was also conscious of  the firms in the area 
who have existing contracts to process food for this chain – would those contracts and hence jobs be lost? If  so, would there even 
be a net gain in jobs after all? It was hard to give a balanced reaction without giving away confidential commercial information.

Mary Vickers
Industrial chaplain

 





Army chaplain
Being an army chaplain is a great privilege, to talk to young soldiers, especially those between 18 and 21, who will tell you things 
that they would not normally talk to a minister about. 

For soldiers, death can come swiftly and not just on operations. One of  the greatest privileges I have had in my time as an army 
chaplain, came when I was serving with the UN force in Cyprus in 2007. It was the 25th anniversary of  the Falklands campaign 
which, because of  the sensitive nature of  the operation, any commemorations had to be handled carefully. It was agreed that a 
service would take place in the autumn, as a service of  remembrance of  the dead of  both sides, which was well attended and 
greatly appreciated by all who attended. 

There are many times within army chaplaincy that great sensitivity is required, to help and support all those you come into 
contact with.

Roy Burley
Army chaplain

 





Chaplaincy mindmap

Steve Charman
Higher Education chaplain





Offering prayers in difficult times
I visited one shop manager in December. He talked bitterly about year-end sales targets imposed by head office, which he felt he 
had no control over. It was a quiet moment, and I offered to pray for his business. We asked God to bless sales and customers. 

When I called back in January, the business had met the targets. Since then, his holding company faced closure. The manager and 
his deputy talked to me about their fears and sense of  powerlessness, and we prayed for a good resolution. Within a week, another 
chain had bought the store, jobs were safe and salaries even rose slightly. I believe he recognises something bigger than himself  at 
work in his life and business. He is no longer bitter and we talk regularly. 

The theology of  praying for good business results is open to questions, and I don’t know all the answers. What I do know is that it 
helps people with troubles they can’t solve when they give them to God. It can free people from anxiety and the destructive 
culture of  blame that thrives in many organisations. I think God approves.

Howard Rowe
City Centre chaplain



I was called to college following the suicide of a 16 year girl (student).

She died a horrendous death and this threw Tutors, peer group, and an extended family in to utter shock.

She was by all appearances outgoing, happy, very popular and well liked.

I knew the Tutors, but not the students and prayed for a way to reach into their grief and help them through the horrendous time.

One Tutor blamed herself, so we talked through this and let her see she had done everything humanly possible.

Some students were upset because they hadn't contacted her or sent text messages, and her boyfriend had the last text message still on his phone!

No hint of suicide was around within her peer group.

For two weeks I met with, sat silently with the students.

Eventually they began to tell what she was like and how they loved her.

The girls in her class were quieter and unresponsive at first until I asked them to give me a verbal picture of her and that did the trick. They were talking now.

One wrote a poem and shared this in the group.

The boys talked quite freely and one felt confident to share a prayer in his own words.

He was very courageous as he thought he'd be laughed at, but they were all quiet and respectful and shared their memories.

A little memorial table was set up for the girl and all attended the Requiem Mass.

I for my part listened, reflected and respected the sacredness of this journey with them.

What a grace!





Greater Manchester Police 
My Chaplaincy work is with the Greater Manchester Police. I work with some twenty-seven Police Chaplains drawn from 
Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, and Judaism. But our role is not to sell our brand of  faith but walk alongside all the men and 
women of  the police service whatever their role. Staff  talk to us about many things:

Their emotions after the death of  a child in a road traffic collision.

The anguish after visiting a newly bereaved family.

A 999 operator who has had to deal with a harrowing phone call 

A member of  the rape team who has had to sensitively talk to a young girl who has been violently abused.

A member of  staff  whose partner has died or whose son has become a drug addict.

Chaplaincy is not so much taking God to the front line, but rather disclosing his presence in the toughness of  life and living.

Charles Nevin
Police chaplain





Hospital chaplain
As a hospital chaplain I respond to whatever needs arise. Often it is sharing in the deepest moments of  people’s lives as they come 
close to death, experience tragedy or are beset by anxiety. I am welcomed as a stranger and offer love, support and prayers hoping 
that they may find value & meaning in my time with them, sensing something of  God’s comforting presence. My own life is 
constantly enriched by these precious moments.

One of  my most treasured times was early in the morning, being called to an elderly regular church attender who admitted she had 
never truly believed but wanted to. As she came into the hospital on a trolley from the ambulance, she saw a bright light and 
sensed God in a new way. There at her bedside I was given the amazing privilege of  bringing her to faith in Christ. It was 
beautiful.

Helen Fyall
Hospital chaplain





Chaplaincy on a large estate 
This initiative is based in Parson Cross, North Sheffield. The estate itself  is very large and actually comprises a number of  
smaller communities, at the time it was built 1930’s – 40’s it was the “largest social housing development in Europe”. In 
recent years it has suffered a similar fate to many other social housing areas – with a lack of  real investment, loss of  local 
employment and opportunities.

“The chaplaincy” is part of  the response from Sheffield Methodists and local church (aka: Parson Cross Initiative – PXI) to 
the new developments around the new District Centre, a regeneration development which includes a new ASDA, an new 
multi agency “LearningZone” with library, local neighbourhood housing office, and various community and training rooms. 
Later in 2012 it is hoped to transform the old housing office into a new multi agency “youth hub” used in the daytime by the 
local secondary school, and out of  school as a local youth centre. A new NHS clinic in partnership with local GP surgeries is 
also planned, but in the current economic climate, there is no fixed date for this.

The chaplaincy itself  has a number of  elements. At the centre of  it all, the chaplaincy team made up from a mix of  ordained 
and lay people, paid and volunteers, who are available to offer emotional and spiritual support for people working in and/or 
using the district centre. We offer a “listening service” through Rev Judith Jessop and Nick Waterfield (PXI), this team will 
hopefully see additional volunteers in the future (all of  whom will of  course be properly trained, vetted and CRB checked) 
following appropriate training. 

The chaplaincy service is open to all without discrimination, and forms a part of  the ongoing work of  PXI – Parson Cross 
Initiative, funded by the Methodist Church, and supported locally by Christian churches of  all denominations.

Nick Waterfield
Community chaplain





Royal Manchester Children’s Hospital Candle Service
For the last 15 years, the Children’s Hospitals in Manchester have held a Service of  Remembrance to celebrate the lives of  children 
who have died. Organised by the Chaplaincy-Spiritual Care Team and Family Support, this year the service was attended by over 
500 people. Adele Holland, a bereaved mother, writes of  her experience.

“My son passed away in September 2004 after an 18 month battle with leukaemia. The first time we attended the service was hard 
but seeing parents and families together united in their own loss made me realise I was not alone.

It was a beautiful occasion, with many different people making it happen. I hope that many more staff  and parents feel able to 
contribute to the service in years to come. It is a crucial time for families, who often look for the familiar faces of  those who have 
helped them through such a difficult time.”

Peter Gomm
Hospital chaplaincy team





Jason’s Psalm
This Psalm was written some years ago by Jason, a prisoner at H.M.P. 
The Mount where I, at the time, was Free Church Chaplain. Jason gave 
me permission to use it, which I have many times over several years. 
People are moved by his words. 

The original was written on the lined paper of  an exercise book which 
he had folded up and kept in his pocket. I only ever had a poor 
photocopy. Part of  its poignancy is the poor quality contrasted with the 
rich spirituality. My corrected transcript is nowhere near as powerful.

As with most offenders and ex-offenders that I have worked with I 
have no idea where Jason is now. I simply know that God is with him 
and trust that he walks with God.

Caroline Weaver
Prison chaplain





Simeon Chaplain
When a child dies parents are changed forever. 

I’m struck by how many older people I visit tell of  this experience. One woman in her nineties had lost both daughters to cancer 
in their middle-age. “Here I am sitting in this home all day, and they never benefited from a penny,” she said. “All my money is 
being swallowed up in care home fees.” Medical advances and longer life expectancy, mean when older people are pre-deceased by 
their offspring it’s felt as even more of  “an outrage;” contrary to the natural order of  things. Thoughts of  “what might have been” 
are hard to deal with alone. Another mother declared: “Nothing will ever hurt so much again.” This is just one aspect of  my 
listening work as a Chaplain to Older People promoting the spiritual welfare of  people in care, as well as those struggling to still 
live independently.  

Debbie Thompson
Simeon chaplain

 





Community Life
The ASDA supermarket chain recently launched “Community Life”, a project which aims to involve their stores with the lives of  
the people in their local communities and so build up a familiarity with their customers and gain their trust as a caring 
organisation. 

And that’s an echo of  what industrial chaplaincy is all about. Each time I visit a store in my capacity as Retail Chaplain, I’m 
working to build friendly and trusting relationships with the staff  at both management and shop floor levels, and I often have 
conversations with customers too, who are surprised to find the church in their local store!

At a time when fewer people have any kind of  meaningful contact with a church, or, indeed, are suspicious or derisive about the 
Christian faith, it’s a wonderful opportunity to affirm the presence of  God in the world and his concern for every aspect of  
human life.

Lynne Ward
Retail chaplain





Laughter and sadness
The photo in the bottom right hand corner shows Lincolnshire’s Agricultural Chaplain having his legs waxed at Louth Livestock 
Market! This is the laughter!

But there is sadness too as Alan has helped farming folk through tragic deaths, debt issues, succession dilemmas and negotiations. 
There is a massive variety of  pastoral and visionary service involved in being an agricultural chaplain and during the last year there 
has been a period of  intense and complex issues to help people through.

Debates feature often in the diary whether it is to discuss the complexities of  Genetically Modified Crops or “Super Dairies” on 
our doorsteps alongside issues of  rural fuel poverty and the isolation of  youth and elderly in our sparsely populated communities.

The Rural Breakout Group at Conference on 3rd July 2012 highlights the prophetic aspect of  chaplaincy as we explore “Hungry 
World, Generous God with Prof  Sir John Marsh and create a five year strategy of  engagement around the food security theme.

Alan Robson
Agricultural chaplain

 





Chaplaincy is for everyone 
We often say things like ‘chaplaincy is for everyone’ or ‘chaplaincy is for all in the workplace whether MD or toilet cleaner’. 

I find people are reassured by this, until they see me speaking to someone who in their eyes I perhaps shouldn’t be talking to that 
is! This has happened to me several times recently. People like me taking them seriously, but aren’t so happy when I spend time 
with someone with learning difficulties who they find very hard to relate to, or a homeless person begging in the town centre, or 
the man on trial for a serious crime. Then they think I’m a bit odd, or mad, or perhaps bad myself. But God loves everyone, even 
those we don’t find easy, those we struggle to understand, or those whose behaviour we could never condone. No-one is beyond 
God’s concern, and so they oughtn’t to be beyond the chaplain’s concern either.

Mary Vickers
Industrial chaplain



What next?
Run the Chaplaincy Everywhere Course
We wrote the Chaplaincy Everywhere Course to help the church respond to God’s call to collaborate in his mission through 
chaplaincy. We believe that lay voluntary chaplaincy is a realistic, tangible, responsive and exciting ministry that many people can get 
involved in. We are seeing small groups of  Christians in various communities form small chaplaincy teams and work together to serve 
their local colleges, schools, shopping centres, high streets, civic offices, factories, sports leagues and much more. 

Chaplaincy is the ultimate responsive ministry and the Chaplaincy Everywhere Course responds to the need for real training that both 
inspires, equips and helps local disciples to engage in God’s mission. The course takes people from being interested in chaplaincy to 
forming a team and beginning to engage in chaplaincy in seven jam-packed sessions.

The material will be available from Methodist Publishing in Autumn 2012 as a free download.
Find out more information about the course at www.opensourcechaplaincy.org.uk

Host the Chaplaincy Everywhere Exhibition
We are looking for churches, circuits, districts, conferences as well as other groups who will host the physical exhibition. Get in touch 
with jon.green@methodistchurch.org.uk to book the exhibition. We ask that you cover the costs to transport the exhibition and take 
responsibility for it for the duration of  your use. We want to get these stories out there and need your help! 

Contribute a story
The Chaplaincy Everywhere Exhibition is evolving. We want to add many many more stories. If  you have a story to tell then please 
send a good quality image and a chaplaincy story or insight in 150 words as well as an mp3 recording of  the story to 
jon.green@methodistchurch.org.uk 

Visit our website... www.opensourcechaplaincy.org.uk
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